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Abstract—This work proposes a new method for people detection and position estimation from a mobile robot by fusion of multiple Laser Range Finders arranged in two layers. Sensors facing opposite directions in a single row (layer) are fused to produce 360° scan data of robot’s surroundings, then data from every layer is further fused to create a 3D model of people and from there their position. The main problem of our research is an autonomous mobile robot acting as member of a people group moving in public areas, simple and accurate people detection and tracking is an important requirement. We present experimental results of fusion steps and people detection in an indoor environment.

I. INTRODUCTION

Companion robots are becoming more part of daily life and are designed to directly interact with people, from a pet robot to aid the development process in children as to provide company to lonely elder people, to complex humanoid robots programmed with verbal interaction and providing services like guiding, entertainment and company. One necessary subsystem for such robots is detection, recognition and tracking of people as well as obstacles in the environment.

Laser Range Finders (LRF), besides being used for obstacle detection are also an important part of tracking systems, with important advantages over other sensing devices, like high accuracy, wide view angles, high scanning rates, robustness to changes in environment, usage simplicity and relatively less computing power to process data. However, 2D LRF data is not enough to solve important problems like occlusion in scan data, a set of multiple laser finders in different locations inside an area (for example [1], [2]) may reduce occlusion problems and effectively track multiple people, however detection is limited to the selected area and not suitable for tracking from a mobile robot.

Current approaches based on LRFs ([3], [4], [5], [6]) place the sensors in the same height (single row), some 20cm to 50cm from the ground, to detect and track people’s legs. However, detection of legs in cluttered environments is difficult especially if people are standing still. In Fod et al [1] a row of several LRFs on different positions in a room were used for tracking moving objects, blobs (segments) are extracted and future positions is estimated according to a motion model. Xavier et al [4] focused on people detection using a fast method for line/arc detection but from a fixed position. Zhao et al [2] proposed a walking model to improve position prediction by including information about leg position, velocity and state. The later model was then used by Lee in [5] but this time from a mobile robot. Montemerlo et al [7] also uses LRF from a mobile robot for people tracking and simultaneously robot localization by using conditional particle filters. Also in [3] a mobile platform is used for a monitoring system based on a cart with two LRFs on a single row, to monitor people motions; their system also helps covering blind spots by moving the cart. Finally, Arras et al [6] considers the problem of how to set the necessary threshold values and which features to use to successfully detect people from a mobile robot.

We propose in this work a new method for multiple people detection and position estimation by fusion of several LRF sensors, as other approaches, but installed in a layered (multirow) arrangement. The idea is to obtain simultaneously different-but-complementary features to better detect people even in cluttered environments. This approach allows robust people detection even in presence of occlusion and is simple to implement using a mobile robot by placing sensor layers in the robot body at different heights from the ground depending on the features to detect.

Fig. 1 represents our layered approach, every layer has two sensors facing opposite directions for 360° scanning (Fig. 1(a)), and two layers are used to extract features from upper and lower parts of a person’s body (Fig. 1(b)).

Our method involves two fusion steps: fusion of sensors in a single layer and then fusion of layers. In the first step, sensors facing opposite directions in the same layer are fused to produce a 360° representation of robot’s surroundings. There is overlapping of scan data from both sensors (darker areas in fig. 1a) so this fusion step must deal with data duplication. Then, in the multiple layer fusion step, raw data from every
The robot used for our research is depicted in Fig. 3. It is based on **Yamabico** robotic platform [8]. Two layers of LRF sensors are used, the lower layer is about 40cm from the ground while the upper layer is about 120cm. Every layer consists of 2 LRF sensors, one facing forwards and another facing backwards for a 360° coverage (figures 1 and 3). The sensors used in our system are the **URG-04LX** range scanners ([9] provides a good description of the sensor’s capabilities).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II we describe the step of fusion of sensors in a single layer into a 360° representation. Section III presents our approach for fusion of multiple sensor layers, including feature extraction, people detection and position estimation. Section IV presents experimental results for the different fusion steps and for people detection. Finally, conclusions and future work are left for section V.

**II. FUSION OF LRF SENSORS IN SINGLE LAYER**

The robot scans its 360° surroundings from both sensor layers having two sensors in each layer, one facing forward and one facing backwards. A total of 4 LRFs are used, as presented in Fig. 3, raw scan data from every sensor is read, timestamped and integrated with odometry information in pairs. According to the top view representation in Fig. 1a, real scan data obtained from both sensors in one layer is presented in Fig. 4 (data from the upper layer).

**A. Sensor Fusion**

We require scan data from the complete surroundings of the robot thus we need to combine two opposite facing sensors’ readings into a 360°. Ideally if the sensors we perfectly aligned data in the overlapping areas will be indistinguishable, however the different poses of the sensors...
provide different viewpoints with different problems, while a sensor’s beam may suffer from reflection problems in one point the other sensor’s beam (if both hitting the same point) may not. Our approach to fuse not-perfectly aligned scan data from two sensors in the same layer is described in next paragraphs.

A sensor $s$ provides range scan points $p_i^s$ from a set $P_s$ consisting of range and direction $[r_i^s \ \theta_i^s]$ for every beam $i, i \in 1..N$ in a local coordinate system $L$ where direction is in the range $[-120^\circ..120^\circ]$. Data from sensors facing opposite directions is transformed into a global system $G$ such that $[r_i^s \ \theta_i^s]$ is converted into $[R_k \ \Phi_k]$ for each sensor.

Figure 5 represents this idea, the pair of sensors 1 and 2 facing opposite directions and separated in the vertical axis over a distance $d_{1-2}$ are combined by transforming their scan data into $G$.

![Image](image_url)

Fig. 5: Fusing scan data of two sensors in the same layer, (a) sensors in local coordinate system $L$, (b) converted to global system $G$ and fused, (c) averaging of matching points in overlapping areas $A$ and $C$.

However sensors in this arrangement share scan points in overlapping areas (dark areas in Fig. 5(b) labeled as $A$ and $C$, with points in range from $-120^\circ$ to $120^\circ$ in the opposite) thus a problem of duplication of data exists. Non-overlapping areas (B and D, right after the end of one overlap to $0^\circ$ to the start of the next overlap, in both sensors) correspond to sensor’s independent observations but those in the overlapping areas include both independent and shared observations, for the difference in pose of the sensors allows different points of view of the same object.

To cope with this duplication of data in overlapping areas, a method was implemented to find for every scan data of one sensor the closest on the other sensor and obtain the average of their positions in $G$. Data in non-overlapping areas was left unchanged in $G$.

After joining every pair of sensors, scan data addition-

ally transformed to include robot odometry information $[x \ y \ \varphi]^T$. The 2D representation of sensors in both layers (chest and legs) can be considered as two different XY planes in a 3D representation (fig. 2), thus the $Z$ component for every plane is the actual sensor height in the robot body (sensors are not tilted).

III. FUSION OF DOUBLE LAYERED LRF SENSORS

Sensors in the same layer are facing opposite directions, individual scan data are combined into a $360^\circ$ representation in the previous section. The next step is fusion of both sensor layers, here data will be divided into clusters with a segmentation function and then clusters will be classified according to their geometrical properties. Finally only those segments that match people features will be selected and joined into a 3D model from where people position is obtained.

A. Segmentation

Data clustering can be considered as the problem of break-point detection and finding breaking points in scan data can be considered as the problem of finding a threshold function $T$ to measure separation of adjacent points. Every pair of neighboring points $p_j$ and $p_k$ are separated by an angle $\alpha$ which is proportional to the sensor’s angular resolution (true for points of two adjacent scan steps) and by a distance $D(p_j,p_k)$. Points are circularly ordered according to the scanning step of the sensor.

A cluster $C_i$, where $C_i = \{p_i, p_{i+1}, p_{i+2}, \ldots, p_m\}$, is defined according to a cluster membership function $M$

$$M(p_j, p_k) = (\theta_k - \theta_j) \leq \alpha \land D(p_j, p_k) \leq T(p_j, p_k)$$

such that for every pair $\langle p_j, p_k \rangle$ of adjacent points, the Euclidean distance $D(p_j, p_k)$ between them is less than a given threshold function $T(p_j, p_k)$ for $p_j, p_k$. A new point $p_o$ is compared to the last known member $p_m$ of a given cluster $C_i$ as $M(p_m, p_o)$.

Now, the threshold function $T$ is defined for a pair of points, as in the work of Dietmayer [11], as:

$$T(p_j, p_i) = C_0 + C_1 \min(r_i, r_j)$$

with $C_1 = \sqrt{2(1 - \cos(\alpha))}$. Dietmayer’s work includes the constant $C_0$ to adjust the function to noise and overlapping. In our case $C_0$ is reemplaced by the radius $R$ of the accuracy area for $p_i$ as base point plus a fixed threshold value (10cm in our case). $R$ is defined according to the URG-04LX sensor specifications [9], [10] as:

$$R(p_i) = \begin{cases} 
10 & \text{if } 20mm \leq r_i \leq 1000mm \\
0.01 \times r_i & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}$$

The proposed threshold function $T$ uses this accuracy information $R$ when checking for break points, if two neighboring points have a large range value, it will be most probable that they form part of the same cluster for their bigger accuracy areas.

There is also a cluster filtering step that will drop segments very small to be considered of significance.
B. Feature Extraction

The idea of feature extraction is to match the sensor readings with one or more geometrical models representing expected behaviour of the data. For example if a LRF sensor data scanning a wall, then the expected behaviour of a wall scan data is a straight line. Also if the same sensor is to scan a person then the expected behaviour is a set of points forming an arc. So in order to identify walls a first requirement is to correctly associate the scan data with some straight line model, for people the same: associate a set of scan points to an arc shape (a circle or an ellipse).

Before applying any fitting method, it is important to have some information about the shape of the cluster that allows selecting the method. The information about clusters is extracted as a set of indicators like number of points, standard deviation, distances from previous and to next clusters, cluster concavity/convexity, etc. ([6] presents a list of indicators useful for people detection).

One of the indicators is the cluster’s linearity; our approach here is to classify the clusters into short-and-thick and those rather short-and-thick. The rationale behind this is that, straight line segments tend to be long and thin, round obstacles, irregular objects, etc., do not have this appearance.

Linearity is achieved by computing the covariance matrix \( \mathbf{C} \) for the cluster \( C \) and then its eigenvalues \( \lambda_{\max} \) and \( \lambda_{\min} \) that define the scale and its eigenvectors \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \) orientation (major and minor axes) of the dispersion of \( \hat{C} \). The ratio \( L = \lambda_{\max}/\lambda_{\min} \) defines the degree of longness/thinness of the cluster. We set threshold values for ratio \( L \) and for \( \lambda_{\max} \).

The ellipticality factor is computed as the standard deviation \( \sigma \) of the residuals of a ellipse fitting processes using the Fitzgibbon method [12]. The distance between a cluster point and an ellipse is computed using Ramanujan’s approximation. Only clusters with good ellipticality value are selected and segments passing the linearity criteria (that is lines) can be easily rejected since they do not belong to people.

C. People Model and Position Detection

As previously presented in Fig. 2, 3D projection of two planes of scan data from the layered sensors can be used to represent the position and direction of a person.

The set of geometrical features extracted from the former step are mostly ellipses and circles. If they belong to a person another important criteria should be meet: the large elliptical segment should come from the upper layer and the small circles from the lower layer. No large ellipses are possible for a person in the leg area. The small circles can not be over the large ellipse (the person height is restricted according to the height of the upper layer).

To properly establish the previous requirements, it is necessary to associate segments in the upper layer with those in the lower layer, this is to find the corresponding legs for a given chest. Even if data in both layers is aligned inside a 3D volume it is possible that legs lie inside or outside this volume according to the speed of motion and step length (length between feet when walking).

With an estimation of the maximum value for \( d \), the separation of legs at the lower layer height, we can set a search radius of \( d/2 \pm \xi \) at the center of the chest elliptical area projected into the lower layer to search for the corresponding legs for the chest. We use average walking step length from Latt et al. [13], at normal walking speed, to compute the value for \( d \). This idea is represented in Fig. 6. Once associated, the position of the person will be finally set by the position of the chest ellipse center.

![Fig. 6: Searching legs of a person in an area with radius \( d/2 \pm \xi \) with center at chest ellipse in the 3D volume.](image)

IV. Experimental Results

The robot used for our research was presented in Fig. 3, the computer operating the robot is a Intel Pentium Core Duo based notebook running (Linux kernel 2.6.24) as operating system and robot control board is powered by a Hitachi SH-2 processor. The robot system uses 4 URG-04LX range scanners from Hokuyo Automatic Co., Ltd.[10], small size (50x50x70mm), covers distances up to 5.6m, distance resolution of 10mm and angular resolution of 0.36°, angular range of 240° operating at 10Hz. Scan data from each sensor consists of 682 points circularly ordered according to scanning step.

Data from each sensor is read every 100ms by a driver processes and registered in parallel into a shared memory system (SSM[14]) based on IPC messaging and multiple ring-buffers with automatic timestamping, one driver process per sensor. SSM also allows to record raw sensor data into log files and to play it back with the same rate as the sensor (10Hz in this case).

Client processes read scan data from the ring-buffers according to sensor’s pose (those in the top layer and those on the low layer), pairs of LRF sensors are processed in the fusion step, sensor layers are further fused and finally people position is computed.

The processing time for the two layers (4 sensors), from single layer fusion to people position detection, was less than 50ms, fast enough given the sensor’s scanning speed.

In the following subsections we present the results of the different tasks involved in this method for people detection.

A. Fusion of LRF sensors in single layer

Results of fusing opposite facing sensors are presented in Fig. 7. The fusion method joins correctly the data from both sensors, data from areas \( B \) and \( D \) (5) is copied as it is, and data from areas \( A \) and \( C \) uses simple averaging of closest
Fig. 7: Fusion of sensors in a single layer: (a) raw data (front sensor in red and backward in green points) (b) results of fusion (black points).

points from both sensors. Sensor data is joined and a 360° representation of the surrounding environment is possible.

These results are important for the next steps since we obtained one set of points from the two sensors, from there the segmentation step in the fusion of double layers can extract clusters without having to consider the case of duplication and further merging of clusters.

B. Fusion of double layered LRF sensors

Figure 8 shows the results of an experiment for people detection and position estimation from a mobile robot. In the experiment 5 persons walked around the robot and additional person was taking the experiment video (fig. 8(a)). Log data from each sensor was recorded, people position detection tests were performed off-line by playing back this log data using our SSM system. A 3D visualization process using OpenGL was created to verify how the people detection worked; in Fig. 8(b) chest ellipses and leg circular ellipses are detected then we place a 3D wooden doll, as a representation of a person, in the estimated position the person should have. Results were verified by human operator comparing the experiment video with results.

The members have varied body sizes, from broad and tall to thin and short. Some of the members have a height a little under the average, as result their chest ellipses were not correctly detected in the people detection step. As presented in Fig. 8(b), the person to the right of the robot (represented with blue line segments) is missing although circles from legs are present.

Additional snapshots of experimental results are presented in Fig. 9, the robot is represented in all cases as blue line segments. Fig. 9(a) shows raw scan data from both layers (red for the upper layer and green for the lower one) and in Fig. 9(b) a 3D representation of the human detection and position estimation. In the cases of 3D representation, the raw scan data is plotted together with wooden dolls enclosed in the estimated people positions represented with elliptical shapes, a large one for the chest area and smaller ones for the extracted leg areas.

In Fig. 9(a) there are two rather large arc-like segments in the raw scan image and two large elliptical shapes in the 3D representation in 9(b), in both layers. That is a column inside the indoor environment where the experiment took place. The people detection method discards this elliptical object because its dimensions are larger than the expected for people, those elliptical objects are represented with red color in this figure. Also we do not expect large elliptical objects from the lower layer so discarding this column as a non human object was simple.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

Fusion of multiple LRF sensors arranged in a double layer structure for multiple people position detection from a mobile robot studied in this paper. The proposed approach is simple and the double layer multiple LRF approach is practical enough to be implemented on a mobile robot. Instead of fusion of different sensors with complementary capabilities, we fused the same type but at different heights (layers), giving different perspectives which also helps solving simple cases of occlusion where one sensor is occluded and the other is not.

A simple method for fusion of opposite facing sensors in the same layer was presented, from it a simple 360° representation of the surrounding environment was possible and simplified the segmentation step in the fusion of both layers.

Fusion of double layers by segmentation of fused scan data, geometrical features extraction and association in a 3D volume for every detected person allows good position estimation and a measure of the possible direction the person is facing.

The method used here easily filters out non-people segments by analyzing the key indicators such as size, compactness, ellipticality and linearity. The addition of an extra layer of LRFs to detect chest elliptical areas improve the estimation of people position as the lower part of body (the legs) move faster and wider than the chest area. The combination of both areas creates a 3D volume which helps
locating the position of the person more closely related to the center of this 3D volume.

As future work, estimation of the person direction from motion and multiple people tracking will be considered. Also the effectiveness of our method in cluttered environments will be studied. Future steps of our research include understanding people group motion and recognition of group members.
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